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Part 1
A Brief History

W ELCOME and thanks for giving us the opportunity to share with you some
information on outdoor shell garments. Over the course of several articles, we hope to
enhance your awareness of the technology, processes and limitations of these

products. By the end of the series you should be armed with enough information to understand
where, how and what goes into your shell garment before making your next investment.

This first article charts the introduction of the modern shell garment and it’s positioning as a key
item in your outdoor kit.
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When we think about a modern shell garment,
we rarely stop to consider how we got to this
point or how it evolved. To appreciate fully
how far we have come, we need to start this
story many thousands of years in the past.

As homo sapien migrated to areas out with
their traditional environments, it quickly
became clear that in order to survive, a few
things had to change. A primary need was for
the migrating humans to adapt their clothing to
the new and seasonal changes of the weather in
their new environment. In these times, man
turned to nature to solve this problem. This
tradition has carried on until the present day
with many cultures still using natural materials
and skins to provide protection from inclement
weather.

For thousands of years nothing much really
changed. Man continued to migrate and adapt
to their new environments using natural
products as their resource to overcome the

difficulties of surviving. All was good with
man and nature working in harmony.

The Industrial Revolution
Things took an interesting twist in mid 18th to
19th century with the arrival of the industrial
revolution. Suddenly the world saw industrial
and economic growth never witnessed before.

Primary among these developments was the
mechanisation of textile manufacture. Now
textiles could be manufactured in greater
quantities and with more consistent quality.

Sporting Life
Around this time, there was a definite increase
in sport mountaineering or “Alpinism”. Due to
the changeable Alpine weather, many of the
peaks required a different and more technical
method. Huge teams of mountain tourists were
replaced by smaller groups of fast and light
mountaineers. This group required weather
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protection combined with minimum weight a
situation that remains to this day.

Manmade Fibres
Meanwhile, scientists were in the process of
developing new materials to replace expensive
natural materials like silk. In 1891 the first
commercial production of Rayon was started in
France. Over the next 50 years new manmade
fibre developments came thick and fast. No
doubt influenced by the war effort and the fact
that many sources of natural fibres were in the
control of occupying forces.

In 1931 the first petrochemical based fibre was
introduced by Du Pont it was called simply 66
due to its chemical structure. The new wonder
material changed the textile world forever and
became familiar to everyone as Nylon.

Meanwhile the Imperial Chemicals Company
(ICI) had developed and patented the first
polyester fibre called Terylene in 1941. Du
Pont purchased the US rights to develop
polyester in 1945 which led to a new family of
polyester based products being developed by
them.

The war years saw the developments of many
other materials some of which are still around
today. Ventile® for example is a tightly woven
cotton that was developed for use in pilots
water immersion suits. During WWII sea
convoys were susceptible to long range bomber

and submarine attack. To provide local cover,
Hurricane aircraft were catapulted from the
decks of merchant ships to engage and repel
attackers. However, having no means of
landing, the pilot was forced to bail out,
ditching the aircraft and await rescue in
freezing Baltic Sea. Many pilots perished
within a few minutes of exposure. By
introducing immersion suits made from
Ventile® pilots could remain in the water for
longer and still survive.

The Modern Laminate
Several other technologies exist, but the most
common type of
material used in a
shell garment today
is the laminate. In
this series of articles
we will be focusing
on this technology.

The modern
laminated shell
garment traces its history back to the early to
mid 1970’s. Before this you could choose
between garments made from oil cloths, vinyl
coated fabric or a nylon or polyester textile
coated with a polyurethane film.

The new laminated  materials made claims of
not only keeping you dry, but also being able
to let sweat out or breathe. The secret to this
breathing appeared to be a micro porous
membrane bonded to one or more carrier
materials. But all wasn’t plain sailing for the
new kid on the block as there was now a new
problem of what to do with the seams which
were a weak point in the garment integrity.

We will go into this and other aspects of the
technology in subsequent articles of Anatomy
of Shell Garments.
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